CROSSWORD
No. 15,541 Set by BRADMAN

ACROSS
7 Brown turning on a
Conservative having the habit
of a floating voter?! (8)
8 Ministers needing vehicles
after six (6)
11 Group of old books contains
quote, one proving elusive (5)
12 Unusual notation right for
acoustic instrument (9)
13 Rejected rubbish guerrilla had
briefly burnt (7)
14 One taking the place of an old
swinger in prison long ago (7)
15 Actor broadening words out
(6,1,8)
18 Move to a superior house? (7)
19 East German star upset officer
trying to keep order (8,2,4)
20 In an aloof manner as befits a
type of rugby player? (13)
21 Fighting doctor dressed for
outdoors? (6)

DOWN
1 Sooner or later will provide
a selection for a date in the
diary? (3,2,5,4)
2 Old coin, something initially
missing inscription of king or
queen (6)
3 Little fellow in the Home
Counties runs in a sewer (8)

Solution 15,540

S U P E R C H A R G E D
C N Y U L A O M
A M B I E N T L I B E R I A
S U T E E L M R
H O R S E A G R E E I N G
R N E A A C A
E S T A T E D U T Y T E A R
G H V I S E
I F S O P I L O T L I G H T
S A S S N A H C
T O W N S M E N P H O T O
E B L M S B L S U
R E I G A T E P L A T T E R
S L N N U N E T
L I G H T B R I G A D E